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Wish I Was There

2014-06-20

when emily lloyd burst onto the movie scene as a teenager she was hailed as the next marilyn monroe
her stunning performance as precocious lynda mansell in david leland s bitter sweet comedy drama wish
you were here thrust her into the spotlight won her a bafta nomination an evening standard best
actress award and a national society of critics award and cemented the film s reputation as a british
classic hollywood beckoned and emily landed high profile roles alongside a listers including bruce
willis and starred with brad pitt in robert redford s oscar winning epic a river runs through it yet
behind the corkscrew curls and cheeky grin that seduced tinseltown emily was confronting a
debilitating mental disorder that threatened to destroy her now in her searingly honest
autobiography emily describes the incredible highs and agonising lows she experienced through a
tumultuous acting career packed with fascinating star laden anecdotes starting insights into movie
making and moving personal revelations with i was there is part celebrity memoir part examination into
the difficulties of combating mental illness while being in the public eye

The Hearts We Sold

2017-08-08

an intoxicating blend of fantasy horror and romance a faustian fable perfect for fans of holly black
and stranger things dee moreno is out of options her home life sucks to put it mildly and she s about
to get booted from her boarding school the only place she s ever felt free for lack of funds but this is
a world where demons exist and the demons are there to make deals one human body part in exchange
for one wish come true the demon who dee approaches doesn t trade in the usual arms and legs
however he s only interested in her heart and what comes after dee makes her deal is a nightmare far
bigger far more monstrous than anything she ever could have imagined reality is turned on its head and
dee has only her fellow heartless the charming but secretive james lancer to keep her grounded as
something like love grows between them amid an otherworldly threat dee begins to wonder can she give
james her heart when it s no longer hers to give in the hearts we sold demons can be outwitted hearts
can be reclaimed monsters can be fought and love isn t impossible this book will steal your heart and
break it and leave you begging for more

Wish I Was There - I Was the Golden Girl of British Cinema... Then
My Life Fell to Pieces. This is My Story

2014-03-03

when emily lloyd burst onto the movie scene as a teenager she was hailed as the next marilyn monroe
her stunning performance as precocious lynda mansell in david leland s wish you were here thrust her
into the spotlight winning her among other awards a bafta nomination hollywood beckoned and emily
landed high profile roles alongside a listers like bruce willis and notably brad pitt in a river runs
through it however behind the cheeky grin that seduced tinseltown emily was struggling with a
debilitating mental disorder now in her deeply honest autobiography emily describes the highs and lows
she experienced during her tumultuous acting career

The Bone Houses

2019-09-24

buffy the vampire slayer meets sky in the deep in this bewitching historical horror novel perfect for
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fans of holly black and v e schwab seventeen year old aderyn ryn only cares about two things her
family and her family s graveyard and right now both are in dire straits since the death of their
parents ryn and her siblings have been scraping together a meager existence as gravediggers in the
remote village of colbren which sits at the foot of a harsh and deadly mountain range that was once
home to the fae the problem with being a gravedigger in colbren though is that the dead don t always
stay dead the risen corpses are known as bone houses and legend says that they re the result of a
decades old curse when ellis an apprentice mapmaker with a mysterious past arrives in town the bone
houses attack with new ferocity what is it that draws them near and more importantly how can they
be stopped for good together ellis and ryn embark on a journey that will take them into the heart of
the mountains where they will have to face both the curse and the deeply buried truths about
themselves equal parts classic horror novel and original fairy tale the bone houses will have you
spellbound from the very first page an instant indiebound bestseller

Murder on the Disoriented Express

2015-06-09

he s a survivor no matter the cost until he met ciere and her crew of superpowered thieves alan fiacre
s life had been singularly focused on safeguarding the vaccine that changed the world as an eidos and
reluctant heir to his father s legacy it was his duty to ensure the formula never fell into the wrong
hands so it came as something of a shock to learn the right hands might belong to criminals now alan
and ciere are conscripted into service with the gyr syndicate notorious mobsters set on taking down
all of the other crime families in the united states their latest mission a train heist meant to derail a
covert arms deal it will put alan and the formula in more danger than he s ever faced before but if he s
learned nothing else from ciere it s that there s more to life than survival word count 12 000 words

Deceptive

2015-07-14

this thrilling sequel to illusive will have readers on the edge of their seats you don t belong with us
these are the words that echo through the minds of all immune americans those suffering the so called
adverse effects of an experimental vaccine including perfect recall telepathy precognition levitation
mind control and the ability to change one s appearance at will when great numbers of immune
individuals begin to disappear fear and tension mount and unrest begins to brew across the country
through separate channels superpowered teenagers ciere daniel and devon find themselves on the case
super criminals and government agents working side by side it s an effort that will ultimately define
them all for better or for worse

The Drowned Woods

2022-08-16

in this magical ethereal fantasy novel from the bestselling author of the bone houses a crew led by a
magic welding woman fight to take down the overpowered prince that used and abused them once upon
a time the kingdoms of wales were rife with magic and conflict and eighteen year old mererid mer is well
acquainted with both she is the last living water diviner and has spent years running from the prince
who bound her into his service under the prince s orders she located the wells of his enemies and he
poisoned them without her knowledge causing hundreds of deaths after discovering what he had done
mer went to great lengths to disappear from his reach then mer s old handler returns with a
proposition use her powers to bring down the very prince that abused them both the best way to do
that is to destroy the magical well that keeps the prince s lands safe with a motley crew of allies
including a fae cursed young man the lady of thieves and a corgi that may or may not be a spy mer may
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finally be able to steal precious freedom and peace for herself after all a person with a knife is one
thing but a person with a cause can topple kingdoms the drowned woods set in the same world as the
bone houses but with a whole new unforgettable cast of characters is part heist novel part dark
fairy tale

Unspoken Magic

2023-02-21

deep in the redwoods in a magical town anything can happen and any creature or monster could exist
but when a team of myth busters comes to aldermere they threaten its very existence and eleven year
old fin will do anything to protect her home for fans of nevermoor and amari and the night brothers
emily lloyd jones s sequel to the acclaimed unseen magic is a story of trusting yourself and finding the
friends who believe in you no matter what aldermere is a town with its own set of rules there s a tea
shop that vanishes if you try to force your way in crows that must be fed or they ll go through
your trash and a bridge that has a toll that no one knows the cost of some say that there may even
be bigfoots wandering through the woods it s been six months since fin saved aldermere from someone
intent on exploiting its magic with spring break just around the corner fin s plans are to relax try to
train her new raven friend and read some of the mystery books she loves but her plans are derailed when
fin and her friends find a baby bigfoot who s been separated from her pack then a film crew shows up
intending to add aldermere to their web show debunking strange and magical legends fin can t let the
film crew put the bigfoot and aldermere at risk now fin eddie and cedar must keep the bigfoot hidden and
find a way to track down her family but cedar s been hiding a secret of her own one that may
complicate everything as monsters friends and enemies collide fin eddie and cedar have to trust one
another with secrets both good and bad if they re going to save the town they all love emily lloyd
jones crafts a novel infused with magic that is sometimes wonderful and charming and sometimes
dangerous the sequel to indie next pick unseen magic unspoken magic is perfect for fans of christina
soontornvat s a wish in the dark and claribel a ortega s ghost squad

Unseen Magic

2022-02-22

an indie next pick an enchanting read margaret peterson haddix bestselling author of the greystone
secrets a magical voyage of self discovery jenn reese author of a game of fox squirrels truly
marvelous booklist starred review the trick to all magic is you can only see it if you know where to
look the magic infused town of aldermere is the first place eleven year old fin has ever felt safe and
she ll do whatever it takes to save her home when she accidentally unleashes a shadow self who
wreaks havoc everywhere she goes emily lloyd jones s middle grade debut is an enchanting exploration
of self discovery and finding the place you truly belong unseen magic is for fans of a wish in the dark
and a tangle of knots aldermere is a town with its own set of rules there s a tea shop that vanishes
if you try to force your way in crows that must be fed or they ll go through your trash and a
bridge that has a toll that no one knows the cost of some say that there may even be bigfoots
wandering through the woods for fin aldermere is her new home but she s worried that she ll do
something to mess it up that she was the reason she and her mother have constantly moved from place
to place for so long when an upcoming presentation at her school s science fair gives her increasing
anxiety fin turns to magic to ease her fears the cost is a memory but there are things from her past fin
doesn t mind forgetting this will be the last time she relies on magic anyway she s sure except things
don t go exactly as planned and instead of easing her anxiety fin accidentally unleashes an evil
doppelganger suddenly aldermere is overrun with unusual occurrences and fin is the only one who
knows why she will have to face her fears literally to stop it emily lloyd jones crafts an
atmospheric novel full of magic and mischief while exploring what it means to stand up to your fears
and accept yourself unseen magic is perfect for fans of anna meriano s love sugar magic series and
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natalie lloyd s a snicker of magic

The Wild Huntress

2024-10-08

from the bestselling author of the bone houses and the drowned woods comes a thrilling standalone
ya fantasy about three unlikely allies bound together in a deadly magical competition perfect for
fans of holly black and erin a craig every five years two kingdoms take part in a wild hunt joining is a
bloody risk and even the most qualified hunters can suffer the deadliest fates still hundreds gamble
their lives to participate all vying for the hunt s life changing prize a magical wish granted by the
otherking branwen possesses a gift no other human has the ability to see and slay monsters she s
desperate to cure her mother s sickness and the wild hunt is her only option gwydion is the least
impressive of his magically talented family but with his ability to control plants and his sleight of
hand he ll do whatever it takes to keep his cruel older brother from becoming a tyrant pryderi is prince
born and monster raised deep down the royal crown doesn t interest him all he wants is to know where
he belongs a trickster a prince and a wild huntress all in pursuit of the champion s prize if they band
together against the monstrous creatures within the woods they have a chance to win but nothing is
guaranteed after all all are fair game in love and the hunt set in the same world as the bone houses
and the drowned woods but with a whole new unforgettable cast of characters the wild huntress
will have readers hooked from the very first page

Wuthering Heights

2018-08-05

this is a complete unabridged version of this book it includes a guide to present and explain this
literary work including an introduction by a literary editor a book summary publication history
critical reception character list character analysis chapter summary and analysis and a glossary
with author biography and bibliography also for the readers pleasure the book is illustrated perhaps
the most haunting and tormented love story ever written wuthering heights is the tale of the
troubled orphan heathcliff and his doomed love for catherine earnshaw it is as if emily bront� could
tear up all that we know human beings by and fill these unrecognizable transparencies with such a
gust of life that they transcend reality wuthering heights published in 1847 the year before emily
bronte s death at the age of thirty and was the only novel she had ever written it has proved to be
one of the nineteenth century s most popular yet disturbing masterpieces the windswept moors are the
unforgettable setting of this tale of the love between the foundling heathcliff and his wealthy
benefactor s daughter catherine through catherine s betrayal of heathcliff and his bitter vengeance
their mythic passion haunts the next generation even after their deaths incorporating elements of many
genres from gothic novels and ghost stories to poetic allegory and transcending them all wuthering
heights is a mystifying and powerful tour de force

Illusive

2014-07-15

the x men meets ocean s eleven in this edge of your seat sci fi adventure about a band of super criminals
when the deadly mk virus swept across the planet a vaccine was created to stop the epidemic but it
came with some unexpected side effects a small percentage of the population developed superhero like
powers and americans suffering from these so called adverse effects were given an ultimatum serve the
country or be declared a traitor some people chose a third option live a life of crime seventeen year
old ciere giba has the handy ability to change her appearance at will she s what s known as an
illusionist she s also a thief after crossing a gang of mobsters ciere must team up with a group of
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fellow super powered criminals on a job that most would have considered impossible a hunt for the
formula that gave them their abilities it was supposedly destroyed years ago but what if it wasn t
government agents are hot on their trail and the lines between good and bad us and them and freedom
and entrapment are blurred as ciere and the rest of her crew become embroiled in a deadly race that
could cost them their lives

Utonul� kraj

2024-05-21

nepravd�podobn� banda spojenc� s nebezpe�n�m �kolem osmn�ctilet� mer u� jako d�t� zjistila �e m�
kouzeln� schopnosti a um� ovl�dat vodu zv�sti o jej�m nad�n� se donesly k u��m dobyva�n�ho
kralevice kter� nakonec d�vku n�sil�m z�sk� do sv�ch slu�eb a vyu��v� ji jako n�stroj k dosa�en�
sv�ch mocensk�ch c�l� mer se v�ak jeho nevyb�rav� zp�soby z du�e protiv� a jakmile se j� naskytne
p��le�itost z kralevicova hradu uprchne jen�e te� se mus� do�ivotn� ohl��et p�es rameno a ��t ve
strachu �e ji voj�ci vyp�traj� jednoho dne vyhled� mer b�val� u�itel a p�edlo�� j� pl�n jak by za
pomoci jej�ch magick�ch schopnost� mohli proradn�ho kralevice svrhnout z tr�nu spolu s nezvyklou
dru�inou spojenc� mezi nimi� nechyb� mlad�k o�arovan� jinolidem d�di�ka cechu zlod�j� a roztomil�
corgi se mer vyd� na nebezpe�nou v�pravu aby znovu z�skala vz�cnou svobodu ostatn� �lov�k s
p�dn�mi d�vody m��e klidn� svrhnout cel� kr�lovstv� nebo ne kombinace spletit�ho magick�ho
p��b�hu a dob�e na�asovan�ho komick�ho odleh�en� pozved� tuto pochmurnou �terickou �etbu do
v��in publishers weekly tato brilantn� napsan� stand alone fantasy prodchnut� vel�sk�m
folklorem a mytologi� zkoum� t�ma moci zodpov�dnosti a n�sledk� na�ich �in� n�dhern� a spletit�
rom�n kirkus pokud m�te r�di fantasy s ��asnou atmosf�rou dobrodru�stv� ve kter�m je v s�zce
v�echno a �petku romantick�ho nap�t� pak si utonul� kraj zamilujete knihkupectv� an unlikely story

Kostischr�ny

2023-11-02

ne v�echny mrtvoly z�stanou pod zem� nav�ky sedmn�ctilet� ryn se od smrti sv�ch rodi�� �iv� jako
hrobnice v odlehl� vel�sk� vesnici colbren na �pat� drsn�ho a smrteln� nebezpe�n�ho poho��
annwvyn poh�b� je v posledn� dob� ��m d�l m�n� a nad ryninou rodinou se vzn��� hrozba �e p�ijdou
o d�m a skon�� v chudobinci vesni�an� toti� pro jistotu mrtvoly upaluj� proto�e ne v�ichni mrtv�
z�st�vaj� mrtv�mi nadobro vzk���en�m mrtvol�m ��kaj� kostischr�ny a ryn s nimi m� bohat�
zku�enosti p�i jedn� ze sv�ch v�prav v lese naraz� na kartografa ellise kter� se kostischr�n�
p�iplete do cesty na�t�st� pro n�j se mlad� hrobnice um� dob�e oh�n�t sekerou a zachr�n� mu
�ivot ellis si pak najme ryn jako pr�vodkyni a spole�n� se vyd�vaj� skrz nevyzpytateln� les a� do
sam�ho srdce hor k b�jn�mu hradu op�eden�mu legendami kde budou muset �elit kouzeln�m stvo�en�m
nebezpe�n�m kostischr�n�m i hluboko poh�ben� pravd� o sob� sam�ch rom�n se soust�ed� na epick�
putov�n� a pomalu se rozv�jej�c� milostnou linku kterou komplikuj� o�ivl� mrtvoly kostischr�ny
jsou poh�dka �mrncnut� hororem sarah henningov� spisovatelka tento melancholick� hororov�
p��b�h se d�ky p��zra�n� pr�ze pln� �chvatn�ch moment� a neobvykl�ho �ern�ho humoru zaryje
hluboko do srdce booklist emily lloyd jonesov� si pohr�v� s poh�dkov�mi a hororov�mi konvencemi
p��b�h je zamy�len�m nad komplikovan�m vztahem mezi �iv�mi a mrtv�mi a vyv��en� kombinuje strach
a humor publishers weekly

Lloyd's Register of Shipping 1886

1886-01-01

the lloyd s register of shipping records the details of merchant vessels over 100 gross tonnes which
are self propelled and sea going regardless of classification before the time only those vessels
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classed by lloyd s register were listed vessels are listed alphabetically by their current name

An Annotated Catalogue of the Edward C. Atwater Collection of
American Popular Medicine and Health Reform

2001

this is a catalogue of the edward c atwater collection of rare books dealing with popular medicine in
early america which is housed at the university of rochester medical school library the books
described in the catalogue were written by physicians and other professionals to provide information
for the non medical audience the books taught human anatomy hygiene temperance and diet how to
maintain health and how to cope with illness especially when no professional help was available the
books promoted a healthy lifestyle for the readers giving guidance on everything from physical fitness
and recreation to the special health needs of women the collection consists of works dealing with
reproduction from birth control to delivering and caring for a baby venereal disease home nursing
epidemics and the need for public sex education

Lloyd's Register of Shipping 1874

1874-01-01

the lloyd s register of shipping records the details of merchant vessels over 100 gross tonnes which
are self propelled and sea going regardless of classification before the time only those vessels
classed by lloyd s register were listed vessels are listed alphabetically by their current name

Lloyd's Register of British and Foreign Shipping

1897

the lloyd s register of shipping records the details of merchant vessels over 100 gross tonnes which
are self propelled and sea going regardless of classification before the time only those vessels
classed by lloyd s register were listed vessels are listed alphabetically by their current name

Lloyd's Register of Shipping 1893 Sailing Vessels

1893-01-01

the lloyd s register of shipping records the details of merchant vessels over 100 gross tonnes which
are self propelled and sea going regardless of classification before the time only those vessels
classed by lloyd s register were listed vessels are listed alphabetically by their current name

The Irish Jurist

1866

the lloyd s register of shipping records the details of merchant vessels over 100 gross tonnes which
are self propelled and sea going regardless of classification before the time only those vessels
classed by lloyd s register were listed vessels are listed alphabetically by their current name
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Lloyd's Register of Shipping 1888

1888-01-01

in france the kinetic city super crew tries to find out why claude cloulez s truffle hunting business is
failing

Lloyd's Register of Shipping 1897 Sailing Vessels

1897-01-01

although stardom and celebrity have sometimes been seen as antithetical to traditional british
notions of restraint and modesty female stars have nenetheless always been an important attraction
for audiences of british cinema offering specifically british takes on ideas of glamour acting prowess
and femininity this book will explore in detail the history of british female stardom from the 1940 s to
the present day through an examination of careers and star personae from anna neagle who enjoyed
record breaking popularity in the immediate post war years to key contemporary figures such as keira
knightley and helen mirren this is a major new study of stardom in british cinema and the first to focus
on female stars

Truffle Trouble

1998-10

the lloyd s register of shipping records the details of merchant vessels over 100 gross tonnes which
are self propelled and sea going regardless of classification before the time only those vessels
classed by lloyd s register were listed vessels are listed alphabetically by their current name

Female Stars of British Cinema

2017-07-07

the lloyd s register of shipping records the details of merchant vessels over 100 gross tonnes which
are self propelled and sea going regardless of classification before the time only those vessels
classed by lloyd s register were listed vessels are listed alphabetically by their current name

Lloyd's Register of Shipping 1900 Sailing Vessels

1900-01-01

the lloyd s register of shipping records the details of merchant vessels over 100 gross tonnes which
are self propelled and sea going regardless of classification before the time only those vessels
classed by lloyd s register were listed vessels are listed alphabetically by their current name

Lloyd's Register of Shipping 1887

1887-01-01

the lloyd s register of shipping records the details of merchant vessels over 100 gross tonnes which
are self propelled and sea going regardless of classification before the time only those vessels
classed by lloyd s register were listed vessels are listed alphabetically by their current name
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Lloyd's Register of Shipping 1889

1889-01-01

the first major biography of oscar wilde in thirty years and the most complete telling of his life and
times to date nominated for the wolfson history prize 2019 the book of the year perhaps of the
decade tls simply the best modern biography of wilde a terrific achievement evening standard page
turning vivid and desperately moving however much you think you know wilde this book will absorb
and entertain you the sunday timesbooks of the year oscar wilde s life like his wit was alive with
paradox he was both an early exponent and a victim of celebrity culture famous for being famous he
was lauded and ridiculed in equal measure his achievements were frequently downplayed his successes
resented he had a genius for comedy but strove to write tragedies he was an unabashed snob who
nevertheless delighted in exposing the faults of society he affected a dandified disdain but was prone
to great acts of kindness although happily married he became a passionate lover of men and at the
very peak of his success brought disaster upon himself he disparaged authority yet went to the law
to defend his love for lord alfred douglas having delighted in fashionable throngs wilde died almost
alone above all his flamboyant refusal to conform to the social and sexual orthodoxies of his day
make him a hero and an inspiration to all who seek to challenge convention matthew sturgis draws on
a wealth of new material and fresh research bringing alive the distinctive mood and characters of the
fin de si�cle in the richest and most compelling portrait of wilde to date

Lloyd's Register of British and Foreign Shipping

1967

the lloyd s register of shipping records the details of merchant vessels over 100 gross tonnes which
are self propelled and sea going regardless of classification before the time only those vessels
classed by lloyd s register were listed vessels are listed alphabetically by their current name

Catalogue of Copyright Entries

1926

in the secret life of oscar wilde neil mckenna provides stunning new insight into the tumultuous sexual
and psychological worlds of this brilliant and tormented figure mckenna charts wilde s astonishing
odyssey through london s sexual underworld and provides explosive new evidence of the political
machinations behind wilde s trials for sodomy dazzlingly written and meticulously researched the
secret life of oscar wilde offers a vividly original portrait of a troubled genius who chose to
martyr himself for the cause of love between men

Catalog of Copyright Entries. Part 1. [B] Group 2. Pamphlets, Etc.
New Series

1926

the lloyd s register of shipping records the details of merchant vessels over 100 gross tonnes which
are self propelled and sea going regardless of classification before the time only those vessels
classed by lloyd s register were listed vessels are listed alphabetically by their current name
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Lloyd's Register of Shipping 1890

1890-01-01

the lloyd s register of shipping records the details of merchant vessels over 100 gross tonnes which
are self propelled and sea going regardless of classification before the time only those vessels
classed by lloyd s register were listed vessels are listed alphabetically by their current name

Oscar

2018-10-04

the lloyd s register of shipping records the details of merchant vessels over 100 gross tonnes which
are self propelled and sea going regardless of classification before the time only those vessels
classed by lloyd s register were listed vessels are listed alphabetically by their current name

Lloyd's Register of Shipping 1898 Sailing Vessels

1898-01-01

the kinetic city super crew is out to save the humpbacks

The Secret Life of Oscar Wilde

2009-03-05

the lloyd s register of shipping records the details of merchant vessels over 100 gross tonnes which
are self propelled and sea going regardless of classification before the time only those vessels
classed by lloyd s register were listed vessels are listed alphabetically by their current name

Lloyd's Register of Shipping 1894 Sailing Vessels

1894-01-01

the lloyd s register of shipping records the details of merchant vessels over 100 gross tonnes which
are self propelled and sea going regardless of classification before the time only those vessels
classed by lloyd s register were listed vessels are listed alphabetically by their current name

Lloyd's Register of Shipping 1896 Sailing Vessels

1896-01-01

Lloyd's Register of Shipping 1892 Sailing Vessels

1892-01-01
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Catch of the Day

1997

Lloyd's Register of Shipping 1885

1885-01-01

Lloyd's Register of Shipping 1875

1875-01-01
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